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1. Introduction, meeting preliminaries 
 
Mick Goodwin   
 
Good morning everybody and welcome again to our quarterly self-help group meetings. As you 
know, I've moved jobs in the last few months and stepped down as chair.  
 
I've handed the baton over to Julian. Julian has been a member of the group for probably longer 
than I have. I'm sure he will do a wonderful job as Chair. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Thank you for all your hard work over the years, and welcome everybody.  
 
As always, no commercial confidential discussions as usual.  If we start going off on a tangent and 
people start switching off that's not the objective.  
 
We are recording this, so please bear that in mind, if there's something you want to say off the 
record, just let Janet know or just let me know and we'll switch it off and stick to one side for a 
couple of minutes.   
 
If you have questions either raise your hand and let me know, or use the chat facility and put a 
question through the chat facility and we can either individually or all see it , depending on how 
you raise it.  
 
For those of you who don't know me, my name is Julian Sarkar. I used to own a company called 
Zanos Limited. I'm still very much active in the field of import, export distribution, primarily of 
chemicals and natural ingredients used for flavors and fragrances.  I am also involved in some 
chemicals for water treatments, and certain other areas such as speciality solvents, couple of 
Pharma and Agro intermediates and other such things. Anyway, let's crack on. We're all welcome.  
 
Remember, there's no such thing as a silly question. Except from me because I'm very good at 
those. 
 
2. UK (GB) REACH state of play at the HSE – Grandfathering, Inquiries, DUINs 
 

2.1.  Grandfathering 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Where we start, is GB REACH, Grandfathering, Inquiries and DUINs, and I think that is Janet, or is 
it John. 
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Janet Greenwood   
 
It was just, did everybody get through Grandfathering safely? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I think everybody's just nodding.  
 
Louise Copeman 
 
Yeah, we got through it safely. We got it through in time.   
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
For my part, we used a third party to do it for us. And the interesting point is which may be 
relevant to some other people as well as we are the only UK ECHA registrant for a certain product. 
And we're the only people able to Grandfather to search everybody else has to go through the 
dealing notification process by October. We have put ourselves forward as the lead registrant in the 
UK REACH. As the only Grandfather. So maybe something that other people want to consider. 
 
 

2.2.  DUINs 
 

2.2.1. Flexibility of DUINS for GB chemical industry 
 
John Rawson   
 
I just want to pay a compliment to UK REACH which I think is fantastic for one simple reason 
because if you have a DUIN number, it means you don't pay anything out for six years, up to 100 
up to 1000 tons for an intermediate, and you can bring the product into UK accordingly. Anybody 
disagree. That's my silly question.  
 
Julian Sarkar    
 
As far as I'm aware that's correct. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Yeah, so am I just couldn't believe it, but it's, it seems very, very reasonable to me. We 
grandfathered our REACH registration through our consultant to a European consultant so we can 
sell okay into Europe.  
 
But this, DUIN, I didn't realize how that it was so flexible until we actually got involved but if from 
a development point of view if you want to just to get a DUIN number to begin the business of 
introducing our marketing development products it's a good opportunity for UK industry.  
 

2.2.2. When you can apply for a DUIN 
 
Clive Foster 
 
My understanding is that you can only DUIN, if you were previously importing from a legitimate 
source which did have a REACH registration  
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Julian Sarkar   
 
Within the last two years. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
Yeah you have, you have to have what's called a protected arrangement which is to have the two 
year odd to have imported from a source as you say legitimate sources in the two years prior to 
the UK leaving the EU regulatory scheme. 
 

2.2.3. Checks on DUIN validity 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
However, I haven't said this, but it would appear that there's no way of checking. As far as I can 
tell. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
There's no automated way of checking. However, experience through, not with the UK REACH 
scheme but experience with the EU REACH scheme has seen customs officials come into the offices 
and asked to see dockets and imports of record and that sort of thing, and I've been there with the 
inspectors, whilst they've asked to see that.  
 
So, I'm sure the HSE would be pragmatic because there are a great bunch of people but… 
 
John Rawson   
 
You're probably cleared with the VAT people to get an interview, but we can handle that as well. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
That's fine as long as it's done legitimately, we've got to remember that there is more scope within 
the IT system, than there is within the legal framework. 
 

2.2.4. Data required for DUIN forms 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
And on the DUIN forms. It seems to me very unclear exactly what you have to complete: you can 
complete a minimal amount of information, or you can complete the full data details which are 
actually required.  
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
It's your available data, I believe.  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So if you just have a CAS number and a product name? 
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Jonathan Dale 
 
If your supplier doesn't tell you enough to give you more, than you can’t fill in more, unless you 
have that protected arrangement. 
 
But if you're a part of a multinational, so that you are working under a DUIN, but you're part of this 
global company, where your regulatory manager talks to the regulatory manager in France, talks 
to the regulation manager in America, talks to the regulation manager in Japan, and you've got all 
that information, you just happen to be doing the imports under a DUIN notification, then you can 
fill it all in.  
 
But if you're talking about an ingredient in a proprietary mixture, then you might not have all the 
information to fill in the whole row on the spreadsheet. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So effectively, there's no real obligation to complete the spreadsheet. 
 
And how are the spreadsheets, used, because my understanding is they just go into a black hole. 
 

2.2.5. What happens to the information on the DUIN spreadsheets 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
I think it's a dark grey hole rather than a black hole.  
 
But as far as I know, they are compiled, they're taking the information and compiling them, with a 
view to sort of use that information when it gets to the October time and seeing who's what in 
what substance group, have they got any differences in substances and so on. 
 
But at the moment I think it's, you basically fill in what you can fill in, in good faith, and submit it 
as you say into the black hole. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
The cynic in me suggests that arguably under the same DUIN number you could do one submission 
of a spreadsheet for one product every single day between now and October.  
 
And just overload the system because, I mean, it does seem a very loose system to me unless I've 
misinterpreted it, and you've got all these spreadsheets with different levels of information on 
there, some will be very complete, some will be very empty.  And they're just a lot of 
spreadsheets.  
 
Whereas under the ECHA REACH, we have to put it onto the system ourselves. So it's actually 
more easy to interrogate I'd imagine. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
Yeah, I would agree,  I mean, although the legislation would always tell us that it's not a pre-
registration.  
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The DUIN is perhaps most similar to a pre registration in that, as John was saying it gives us this 
ability to trade with a substance for up to six years before really having to take any strong 
regulatory action. In the same way as the pre registration did for us under EU REACH.  
 
Absolutely the pre registration system you put in a CAS number, or EC number, very little 
information, and they're doing this the same, but just as you said, Julian, The ECHA system was 
set up to allow them certainly to interrogate it automatically because industry put the information 
in for them. They knew that 207 companies were going to be importing potassium chloride or what 
have you.  
 
I don't know how the HSE are going to be doing this, but I think Mick does, if he's waving at me, 
 

2.2.6. You can’t see who’s made a DUIN  
 
Mick Goodwin   
 
I was going to say that the subtle difference is that ECHA disseminated all of those pre  
registrations, so they had to have a more transparent system.  
 
As I understand the HSE are not going to disseminate who’s doing DUINs, or done DUINs. It sits 
there, possibly for them to target audit, which is, as Jonathan said that's how their compliance will 
come about, on inspection.  
 
But the other subtle difference to note is that you can't get involved with the data sharing 
conversation from simply a DUIN.   
 
Like John said, you can sit there for six years and do nothing but if you want to be involved, if you 
want to progress that to a registration, at some point you have to do an Inquiry. Which again, if 
you've got the data from a REACH registration it's straightforward and costs a few quid in 
consultant fees and a bit of time.  
 
But until you've done that, you're not in that data sharing group. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
This is kind of related to what you just said Mick.   
 
When the Grandfathering and DUIN thing was brought in. I think the idea was that they didn't want 
too many people to do DUINs and there was this idea that we were going to see a list of whoever 
had made a Grandfathering for each individual registration.  
 
And as far as I can tell that doesn't happen.  The only way now, as we are, that you can see who 
else has registered, is to make an Inquiry or to have done a Grandfathering, is that correct? 
 
Mick Goodwin   
 
As I understand, you can't see who's done a DUIN. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
And you can’t see who’s Grandfathered either, or made an Inquiry 
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Mick Goodwin   
 
If you've done a DUIN you can't see anything or if you can't see who has done a DUIN, those 
spreadsheets just sit there in the background, 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
Even though they thought they were going to be able to produce a list of oh you know we've got 
substance, x, these are the people who do this this this and this. None of these are all the people in 
the group.  
 
It's just like it was under EU REACH, which is, you have to have committed yourself to either an 
Inquiry or a Grandfather before you get involved. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
The only way you can see who's in the club is to join the club. 
 
Mick Goodwin   
 
I guess the intention will prevent those speculative potentially less than reputable people joining 
every club.  
 

2.2.7. Choosing a UK (GB) REACH Lead Registrant 
 
Lisa Hutton   
 
I was just going to say we've obviously done our Grandfathering and it went fine, and it was really 
straightforward, and probably largely because there's no technical checks on what you're 
submitting so you just show what you want and so it's all really easy.  
 
So we've got a substance that quite a few people have Grandfathered across.  
 
And we've had one of our speculative consultants, put themselves forward as the Lead Registrant 
for one of the substances.  
 
And so we've gone back with a fairly polite email that says what grounds or what interest have you 
got on this because we'd normally expect it to be a manufacturer that was making the proposal 
themselves as the lead registrant.   In fact, we potentially could put ourselves forward because of 
the interest that we've got in it so we went back quite politely to say you know what's your 
justification for putting yourselves in this position, or somebody else.  And they sat down.  
 
Another of the grandfathered registrants went back with a very short email that said, “No, we 
expect a manufacturer to prepare themselves to be the lead registrant and besides which we are 
not sorting this out until October, when all interested parties have registered, and expressed their 
interest”.  
 
I think that company is expecting in October that all the people that have done a DUIN will be 
disseminated and shared, but that's not going to be the case is it.   
 
So we can move forward as a SIEF without having to consider anybody that's done a proper DUIN. 
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Julian Sarkar   
 
So, it seems to me that there are a number of grey areas because I've talked to people working on 
our behalf and as I mentioned earlier, we’re the only company that’ve been able to Grandfather, as 
a UK based registrant in under ECHA, and we have some of the data. 
 
And therefore, we’re proposing ourselves as lead registrant, but we don’t know if the others have 
done a DUIN yet, so we don't know where we're up to. So, time will tell.  
 
Clara, you've been waiting patiently. 
 

2.2.8. Extended deadlines for Inquiries, not just for DUINs 
 
Clara Ritch 
 
I would just like to add to Jonathan's point that actually the IT system is really helping.  
 
We could not do DUINs, but we did put in an Inquiry dossier for some of our substances, and 
actually we still got that grace period for registration so it's working in the same way and I think, 
essentially what HSE is doing is (sound goes off) the registration European  in place, one can use 
that grace period, they will give you that grace period of 2, 4, or 6 years accordingly. 
 
So you can use the system John, not only the DUINS  
 
Neil Hollis   
 
Yeah, I just want to follow up on Clara's comment and ask her a question. 
 
As far as I'm aware, by the submission of a DUIN that then allows you to take advantage of the 
deferred registration deadlines, so the two four or six year period.  
 
If you don't submit a DUIN, but then submit an Inquiry, let's say for example you don't fit the 
criteria for a DUIN, and you're looking to bring a substance in into the UK that you've not brought 
in over the last two years.  
 
You can then submit an inquiry, but to then take advantage of the deferred registration deadlines, 
you have to submit what I would call an empty dossier.  
 
There is a message in UK REACH, they send you a message. It says, as this substance has been 
registered in the EU, we considered this as “NRES”, so this is an acronym perhaps some of you 
have heard of, a New Registration of an Existing Substance.  
 
This is an acronym that they're using quite often at the moment, even though there's very little 
guidance on this subject.  
 
And the letter you get back from the UK REACH system says “to qualify for the deferred 
registration period, you have to submit a blank dossier, containing waivers”. 
 
To me it's a really crazy request, you know, because basically you're submitting no information, 
but it's what they are saying is required to then begin importing this substance or manufacturing 
this substance, and allowing you to take advantage of these periods.  
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So I'm really waiting for some real detailed guidance on this subject because it's definitely lacking 
at the moment. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
To me that seems like the HSE creating extra work for themselves because it'd be easier for them 
to allow people to do within the DUIN system products which haven't been imported for two years.  
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
The reason this has come about, I understand is that within the UK REACH regulation, there's no 
scope to allow, and it would take too long to change it to allow, there's no way to allow anyone to 
submit or to have a registration or to benefit from the two to six years, without a registration in 
place, if they don't qualify other than that for the automatic 2, 4, or 6 year derogation.  
 
So basically what you're doing is you're submitting a registration dossier and meeting all the 
requirements, but the HSE are accepting these cardboard waivers, as a means of letting people 
continue work.  
 
But the real worry was that you've got a system by where you could have somebody like, picking 
on Neil here because everybody loves BASF.   
 
BASF had got a lot of lead registrations, they've got a lot of data, but if they don't have the cause 
to register in the UK, until six years time.  They're technically, potentially sitting on a data set that 
they don't have to do anything with for a number of years. 
 
Whereas somebody who can't Grandfather because they didn't register hasn't got the capability to 
do a DUIN because it's a new area of business for them.  
 
They've got to create a new full data set. So you'd be risking their effect, forcing someone to do 
either new testing, or to submit literature data which is not appropriate or read across it is not 
appropriate. When there's a company who's got a registration who's sitting on the data, with no 
call to register at this point in time.  
 
So it's really, as I understand it, to prevent duplication of testing, or sub-standard data.  They'd 
rather have no data that meets the regulatory requirements, than have substandard data, or just 
change the rules because they see fit. 
 

2.2.9. Registering a substance under GB-REACH without an existing EU-REACH 
registration 

 
John Rawson   
 
We're looking to register on the UK REACH a product that has no registration under ECHA. Would 
that be a problem or how can we move along for six years? 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
You need a registration in place before you import or manufacture one tonne, 
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John Rawson   
 
But we have a DUIN number in the UK  
 
Nicola Kaye 
 
Not if it wasn't registered. 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
You can check that there are certain criteria you have to meet, to include a substance on your 
DUIN list.  
 
One, the source has to be REACH registered. So the substance has to be (EU) REACH registered.  
 
Two, you should have imported it during 2019, or 2020, and you should be able to show evidence 
of that. 
 
John Rawson   
 
It's been imported, but under one ton lots on several occasions. 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
So the DUIN requirement is for substances greater than one tonne, but I can share this amongst us 
all.  
 
We've taken a pragmatic approach where substances, if we've imported 980 kilos of it in one year, 
then we've included that on our DUIN list.  
 
So, if you want to exceed one tonne John, and it's not registered in the EU, then it's my 
interpretation that you need to start with an Inquiry and then start thinking about getting a 
registration in place.  
 

2.2.10. Complicated specific DUIN question 
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
What about a product that was up until the end of the year, manufactured here in the UK, but due 
to force majeure has now shut down.   I can't tell you the details because it's still a bit 
commercially sensitive. But it's now probably going to be brought in from Europe and I've been 
approached about doing it.   
 
I presume from what you've said, Neil, that that means that I need to (make an Inquiry) in order 
to register it.  
 
It does have a REACH registration, which was held by the UK manufacturer and also by at least one 
European manufacturer. The one that I'm going to be dealing with, that is. 
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I presume I can't do a DUIN for it, because I'd never imported it, because I never needed to, even 
though I was involved with the manufacturer. But this would mean then we have to go through the 
Inquiry route doesn’t it? 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
That's a really good example and these real life scenarios that do happen, I don’t think they've 
been taken into consideration when the text is being drafted and, if you take a very strict 
interpretation of DUIN, I suppose, the important letter is I, which is import.  
 
So you have to show them that you have imported it previously. If your current supplier is UK 
based then it's highly likely that you won't have imported it. 
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
But they've now stopped manufacturing for various reasons, shut down,  
they were importing so much of it from this other manufacturer in Europe.  
 
And it's one of those no man's land isn't it? But strictly if you follow the letter of the law, you'd 
have to do it via an Inquiry then. Obviously, I'll have access to the data.  
 
Neil Hollis   
 
It's up to you whether you want to take a pragmatic approach to the text.  
 
I know there is a phrase in the text that says, “you must have been a downstream user of this 
during the previous two years in relation to the substance”, so you can at least show that you 
comply with that part of it. It's the DUIN process was put there supposedly to support existing 
supply chains, 
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
Which I have. This is a result that what's going on, what I bring in has stopped as well so we have 
a DUIN for a product that I can't do something with. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Is this a question that could be asked to somebody at the HSE directly? 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
Yes, we can do it through the Self Help Group as well, Karen. I'll put that as an action. 
 
Clive Foster   
 
On the guidance that you can't once you have a DUIN, I'll come back to that point in a second, that 
you can change supplier.  
 
So once you've got a DUIN  you're not stuck with the original supply chain, you can go to new one.  
 
And the point Neil made was that you were a legitimate downstream user, and after Brexit, you're 
still a legitimate downstream user.  
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My personal view is that those two things together, mean that you should be fine, but you may 
have to actually put in the DUIN. Even though previously you were buying in the UK. 
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
As I say, I can't really give you the details, but Clive, it's a case of it's not totally relevant, sorry, 
you might have misunderstood slightly what I've said. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So we address this point separately.  Okay, Nicola. 
 
Nicola Kaye   
 
I was going to add on that point, though, in the text. In 127e, there is some wording about “it 
doesn't matter whether it's the same person, or a different person that you’re a downstream user 
of”, so there is some leeway to allow to change the supply chains.  
 
As long as they were bought new and they're legitimate downstream users previously. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
And can I just come in there - what does it mean for a company that wants to change to a supplier 
who have got no input into the EU.  
 
So you've been importing from somebody in the EU say, and you want to change to somebody in 
China, and the company in China have got nothing, they've got no registration, they've got 
nothing.  
 
Surely that's a new supply chain because Neil you said DUIN is about protecting existing supply 
chains, and my interpretation would be in that state, that situation where it's a completely different 
supply chain you need an inquiry or does 127e change things?  
 
Clive Foster 
 
That's not the way Nicola and I seem to be reading it. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I would say it's a loophole because, if you are the importer and you've imported the product, it's 
product specific rather than supplier or producer specific.  
 
So, I would argue that it would feel like a loophole because when somebody has been importing 
that product from five different companies in different countries, you could start on a new supplier, 
yet another company in the system, legitimately. 
 
Nicola Kaye 
 
This is one of the bits of, if the previous supply was from within the EU, you are still within the 
DUIN.   
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If a supplier is from outside of the EU, they would need an OR now going forward for the UK 
registration to exceed one tonne.  
 
So the new external tonne from the non-EU supplier, you would need to go down Inquiry and 
Registration. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Can we check this out properly, because it seems like we've got into something of a grey area and 
rather than debate it now if we could have that checked out please. So we're gonna move on to 
data sharing within the UK REACH, please 
 
John Rawson   
 
I'll just go back, Julian, who is the authority that you're going to ask? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
HSE.  Through the Self Help group. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
We'll ask anonymously, well, I'll do one of my famous emails..  
 
3. Data-sharing within UK REACH 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So, data sharing within UK REACH.  
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
Yeah, again this is just to check and see how people are finding with the costs of data.  Is there 
anything starting to become standardised about the data costs for UK REACH, GB REACH 
registrations, or are people are finding they're going to be charged massive amounts, or do we not 
know yet? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Speaking personally we've not had any contact we don't know. 
 
John   
 
No, I think we need an expert on this group meeting next time. 
 
Lisa Hutton   
 
It's going to be company specific isn't it how they decide to deal with things so we've not had any 
experience yet at all, nobody has got to that stage 
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Julian Sarkar   
 
I think Neil had a comment previously to say that where companies had an ECHA REACH 
registration and were looking for UK REACH registration, and they'd already bought the data once 
BASF as an organisation would not charge a second time.  
 
However, my understanding is that certain other organisations will charge or try whatever they can 
from you. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
I was speaking in joke to someone that I know quite well at one of the European consortiums, they 
just turned around me said, with a shrug of the shoulders, leave means leave. So that's it. 
 
But I was talking with Alan Ritchie, a little while ago and we were discussing where we thought it 
was going and Alan raised a really good point which was the parallel with the Korean REACH 
system, where there's a similar sort of thing you have CICOs which are the SIEFS in Korea, and the 
requirement to provide a very similar data package.  
 
And a lot of companies are saying, given the geographic restrictions on the size of Korea, you know 
you're one country rather than 28 countries/ 27 countries, reduce the cost accordingly so a number 
of the Korean REACH registrations that both Alan and I have seen have had reduced costs 
associated with access to the same data package. Just because the market is smaller.  
 
And one client we work with as well, they're saying it's 15% of the total EU cost going to be a 
figure that certain companies are going to sort of throw out there as an opening bid, perhaps.  
 
The other thing that we need to notice, on that is, whether and how all that is going to affect the 
UK companies or the British companies, is the fact that we're going to be talking about buying 
potentially buying a data package and then sublicensing it through the substance group versus 
having to buy the whole data package, each time from the non-British data provider. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
Okay, where are we up to with the discussions that have been going on regarding reducing the 
requirement for detailed data from the EU from ECHA REACH or UK REACHI see Neil has a question 
after that. Has anyone got any updates? No, okay. 
 
John Rawson 
 
We got a cheque back for a couple of 1000 pounds for the major European Lead Registrant the 
other day because they'd overcharged, but that was quite a nice surprise. And I can't say who it 
was but there were quite big now. 
 
Neil Hollis 
 
Yeah, thanks Julian, just a couple of points on stuff that's come up in the last five minutes. You're 
correct with BASF's approach and where companies that have already paid for an EU registration. If 
we are the lead registrant in UK REACH, then we will be looking to take a position where we won't 
be charging those companies again for a UK REACH registration.  
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Regarding new companies entering or requiring a UK registration we are also taking the size of the 
economies into the account and we're recommending I think it's 10%.  
 
So, if you remember back in REACH times when we were valuing data, consortia  were using  
figures such as 50, 60 or 70% of the Fleischer value, to value those endpoints that is what we'll be 
looking for an approach which is probably closer to 10% of the Fleischer value or 10% of the actual 
real value of this study.  
 
And then something Julian you just mentioned about data sharing and ECHA, I was involved in a 
call a couple of weeks ago with, I think it was a German ambassador, and he says that, going 
forward, the chemicals annex in the, trade agreement does keep the door open, regarding 
consultation and discussion between ECHA and the HSE. 
 
But as yet, they believe that the actual framework for this has not even yet been established so 
discussions certainly are not ongoing at the moment between these two parties, and I don't even 
believe the discussions to set a framework to the discussions have even begun yet.  
 
I think everybody was so tired of debating and negotiating last year that all the negotiators have 
taken this year off and I'm led to believe that it may be on the table later in the year to begin 
thinking about how the regulatory authorities could begin to share, non confidential data. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Thanks for that Neil.  
 
I do also have a specific question related to what you're saying about previous purchase of data is 
a specific instance which actually may relate to other people as well.  
 
Our UK based company purchased a letter of access from BASF, for a particular product, as a UK 
company, with Brexit, that has now been transferred to a company in the Netherlands, which is 
connected but there is no common shareholding, there is no cross shareholding, they are 
standalone companies. 
 
That Dutch company has subsequently bought from BASF the enhanced letter of access for the 
next tonnage stage.  
 
So, given that it's a product that is also acquired in the UK, potentially would BASF then allow the 
original purchaser of the original letter access to get the UK data at the low charge or without 
charge? 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
I don't know, you're getting really into the specifics now but what we are advising our colleagues is 
that this approach, we also try to include affiliates.  
 
We are also a company which benefits from having arrangements that support affiliates.  
 
So if for example it's BASF France who currently have a registration, and it's obviously going 
forward it will be BASF UK that needs a UK REACH registration, because these companies are 
affiliated we would like to support an approach where if BASF France already has a registration 
then BASF UK wouldn't have to pay again.  
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I'm totally aware that certain consortia have flexible rules regarding affiliates and certain ones that 
you know that they are more rigid and they treat these different registrants as different entities.  
 
Mick Goodwin   
 
I welcome the approach that BASF are not going to rip people off effectively or the other 
companies as well.  
 
But I think my thoughts on this is that it will come down to the the fair, transparent and non 
discriminatory piece of, you know that that piece of text in the legislation.  
 
Unfortunately for industry, what the starting point is in the UK is can be decided on your 15, 10% 
or whatever. but if a company gives, or if a consortium gives data, to a UK entity for free, and then 
people come in and buy it that that has the potential to be challenged and under that 
interpretation.   
 
That's when it will get messy if people start to challenge or when people start to challenge that 
they haven't been treated fairly, or perceive that there has been some discrimination, potentially. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So plenty of loopholes for consideration. 
 
John Rawson 
 
There's been a weakness on part of European chemical industries to balk at certain situations 
regarding substance registrations and cost.  
 
BASF play a straight bat, and totally reasonable for the last, since this system’s been in place.  
 
Other large companies take advantage and are slow to respond, even UK companies in my 
experience as lead registrants have held back, not letting competitors have the information at the 
right time or as soon as they possibly can, or any excuse to make a sales point, which is wrong.  
 
I think people should be lobbying ECHA to take the BASF approach and be professional about it and 
help everybody so everybody has the same parameters, the same problems, the same advantages, 
but that's not been done enough but it's too late now to worry about. 
 
Neil Hollis 
 
Yeah, I'm loving the BASF loving at the moment John as well. Cheers.  
 
Yeah, but essentially, ECHA just run the system and police it, this kind of communications really 
needs to come from the associations, and it is one that CEFIC are supporting you know,  they did 
publish something nearly two years ago, supporting this approach, it was in combination with the 
CIA.  
 
So I'm hoping that when data sharing discussions do begin in earnest, then this is referenced and 
taken into consideration. 
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John Rawson   
 
Yeah, the CIA are absent by their lack of interest in this, maybe I'm being unfair to them, but 
having been a committee member for 20 years, I don't see anything nowadays, coming out of 
them and maybe we should be tipping them the wink about this whole situation.  
 
I'm sure Janet can have a love in with the, with the main man there. (JG note – I don’t know who 
the main man is at CIA any more!). 
 
Neil Hollis   
 
I know that they’re working a lot on subjects such as data sharing and also communications with 
the civil servants at the moment, John but I think they have a policy at the moment, not to be 
going to public while while they're in discussions.  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I also want to point out John that I think that CIA, CBA, many of these organisations have taken a 
very “softly, softly” approach, rather than a hardball approach but as Neil says they have worked in 
the background. 
 
And just to join the BASF love-in, it is true that BASF played a very straight bat in all my dealings.   
 
On the subject of REACH as well, they've been very fair, very reasonable. and it looks like the data 
sharing question has been, this a bit up in the air still ,and it's probably too early to go around in 
any more detail because nobody really knows.  
 
At the moment, so unless anybody wants to say more or otherwise I think we'll move on to the 
next. 
 
Neil Hollis 
 
And this is something that, whenever I've had the chance to speak with HSE and DEFRA I've 
requested that they put some real clear guidance, published, because at the moment, data 
ownership and valuation is totally at the discretion of the owner.  
 
And I would like to see some real good strong guidance from HSE you know and showing various 
scenarios and how embed and how best to deal with this, but, you know, I could publish a300 page 
document on data sharing.  
 
We've got a couple of paragraphs from the HSE. I think in fact we don't even have that yet. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Okay, thank you, and I think, could we add that to the discussion topics for the next meeting as an 
ongoing, I think, probably both are the status quo and DUINs and REACH data sharing needs to be 
added for next time.  
 
4. Selling non-PIC explosive precursors to Ireland 
 
So moving onto selling non PIC explosive precursors to Ireland. 
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Janet Greenwood  
 
Yes, I'm raising this on behalf of a member who wishes to remain anonymous.  
 
We had a really interesting situation, and as everybody's probably aware of PIC, Prior Informed 
Consent, you have to notify before you can export.  
 
And we had a situation whereby people wanted to export explosive precursors to Ireland, but which 
require notification under the explosive precursor regulation but not as part of Prior Informed 
Consent.  
 
So that's why it was a bit weird.  
 
There's quite a lot of overlap between the two. but not in this instance.  
 
And the company, who was purchasing it was then going to sell it on to a third party, this is in 
Ireland, and they wanted Company A in GB, mainland GB, not to supply themselves, Company B, 
but to supply Company C.  
 
And in order to comply with with the explosive precursor requirement, does Company A ask 
Company B for information verifying that the uses are industrial, or do they ask Company C, or do 
they ask both, you know, how is it supposed to go. Has anybody come across a similar situation? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Sounds like something to avoid if you ask me. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
 
I think it's something fairly standard like sulfuric (acid) above a certain strength, can't remember 
off the top of my head, but if's nobody's done anything similar.  
 
I mean what we came up with, which was, I felt was a bodge, was we decided to ask Company B, 
and to ask Company C separately, so that if there was an inspection of Company A in GB, then 
they'd done everything they could to verify that it was going to a reliable end use.  
 
But because of the export situation they couldn't really do anything above that. Oh, I'm sorry I've 
asked something impossible here. 
 
John Rawson   
 
It's the export license comes to mind for me. If it was an explosive product we've been in my 
previous life involved to some degree, you needed an export license, but you also needed written 
documentation from the professional company you would sell in it.  
 
That might satisfy the authorities in the UK to start with that thought that by they cover 
themselves to sell to a legitimate source, whether it might be a mining company or whatever. And 
that can be done but if it's something that goes into munitions then the same, it's got to be really, 
you've got to be big. 
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Janet Greenwood   
 
That's the trouble John, it's not at that level, I think is something like strong sulfuric acid.  
 
So it's being sold as an industrial chemical, not for explosive use and it's not caught by PIC, but it's 
caught by explosive precursors.  It's one of these grey areas. But anyway, I'll shut up about that. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
So, sorry I don't know what to suggest on that. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
That's okay. I think we did the best we could in the circumstances. 
 
 
5. CE marking and British Standards 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Next point is CE Marking,  and British Standards that's, 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
This is another one. This is from Bartoline, they don't mind being highlighted as the people asking 
the question, but they can't be here.  
 
And Andy Sunderland is going in about two weeks time and they haven't got anybody to replace 
them, but setting up his own business, I believe, brave man in the circumstances. (Update – Andy 
is staying with Bartoline on 2 days per week until the end of the year). 
 
So, Bartoline's enquiry is whether or not you can use BS standards to test to gain the CE marking, 
or whether you can, where there's no BS EN standard. 
 
 So they're in this weird situation they've got a product they want to apply both the UK CE mark, 
and the EU mark, but they've only got a British standard test that applies to it.  
 
And this is really one for the consultants, I think, is there any way in which the EU would accept a 
BS only standard or would it have to be an EN or an ISO standard.  
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
I did the CE marking for another company and some of it is similar products to Bartoline.  
 
And is that starting with the CE marking previously they accepted the British Standards because 
remember CE marking it, it's not straightforward because it depends which classification it is 
because, depending on the level depends upon whether you can do you can do a self declaration.  
 
Okay, that you meet the standard,  it's not where, necessarily, where's, some of it is dependent, as 
I said, depending on the level you then get into having specific factory checks and various other 
things.  
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Janet, so you need to find out more information before I can actually help you answer that 
question. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Colin, have you experience of it?  
 
Colin Pratt   
 
Certainly, our concern before I left my previous employer was to do with BPR, and we were 
working then to provide BS EN certification that our products killed the bugs that we said they did, 
and the thoughts then at the time where that once Brexit happens, the European Union could not 
ratify for want of a better word, the quality of the lab work that was undertaken in a lab outside 
the EU.  
 
And if they couldn't ratify the standard of the laboratory, then the results became meaningless so 
they wouldn't be accepted.  
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
I was just gonna say, I think that's what Bartoline were worried about, if they only had a BS tests 
and then we went through Brexit, would that suddenly not be valid.  
 
Colin Pratt   
 
I've read a publication very early on in Brexit probably going back two years, where the European 
Union was saying that no UK certificates will be valid, and they highlighted the car industry in 
particular, and said that if you've got any car, I can't remember the exact phrase, but if you'd got 
support that your vehicle met the standards in the UK, then that wouldn't be admissible in the EU, 
so you'd have to effectively have your car retested in the EU, with a lab or whatever with an EU 
entity.  
 
It all came back to this EU entity thing where they would only accept results from an EU entity 
within the jurisdiction of the EU because if something was wrong, they could take them to the 
cleaners, if you know if they started accepting results from a UK source, then, if they weren't valid, 
then there was absolutely nothing you could do about it.  
 
And from point of view of double standards, though they wouldn't accept the results from outside 
the EU  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
What about GLP Laboratory testing in places like India, which have been used under ECHA REACH. 
Yeah, because that surely is a parallel? 
 
Suzanne. 
 
Suzanne Alecrim   
 
So when I've got issues with medical devices and aerosols that they're not actually manufactured 
in Europe they are imported from the Far East.  
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And I was speaking to SGS about it, and they said that they could test for CE, and UKCA, and they 
could issue certification for that because the issue we had with importing anything with a CE 
marking to Europe is that they're asking for the declaration of conformity for all the products that 
we're supplying.  
 
So just to sort of see whether we could submit anything to SGS and have those tested out so that 
they told me that they would be able to get that done actually in China themselves because they 
have the standards.  
 
And they would issue the certification certainly in line with both the UK and European so it may be 
that people have to use an independent company to do that verification that somebody that is 
Global, obviously there's testing. And the European testing that they mentioned to me that they 
would do would be sent to Turkey, which isn't even in the EU.  
 
We're just saying it has to be within the EU, so I was quite surprised to hear I'd be sending 
something from the UK over to Turkey for testing. And I thought it was just gonna go down the 
road to Manchester or something.  
 
So they did say that certainly for the products I was looking at that has been known divergence.  
 
So, they would just issue it according to those standards and I would end up just with two 
certifications for the same thing.  
 
But for us as well, it was the labeling and the marks whether you can over mark, so aerosols are 
actually produced at source, and whether people in Europe are going to be making it only putting 
the CE mark on. We've so far not seen anything at all that's got UKCA on. And whether that's down 
to not having to actually label anything up until January next year.  
 
I think it's sort of in the marketplace, they could have just bought a lot of stuff that they 
manufacture faster but they are still supplying.  
 
But for us, we are sort of really waiting to see because the deadlines are just coming fast and 
furious and we don't want to be left with a lot of stock that we can't sell in back into Europe 
because it's got the wrong box on and off into the UK because it's got the wrong marks.  
 
So yeah, so looking to sort of whether we can actually ever label so no one's actually been able to 
answer that question for us as to whether we're going to see two marks or we actually actually 
require it. that's our experience. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Something else seems to be hanging about. 
 
Any more thoughts on a CE versus GB vs whichever standard? 
 
6. Has anyone used or carried out 3rd party CLP Notification for the EU yet 
 
Has anyone used or carried out third party CLP notification for the EU yet? Janet on behalf of 
someone. 
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Janet Greenwood   
 
Yeah, I'm sorry, this is me again, Just quickly, has anybody done that third party notification yet. 
No? 
 
Well, I was asked by somebody you know if we had to do third party notification to protect our 
supply chain, under the Poison Centre Notification, does anybody have any recommendations, do 
any of the consultants offer that.  
 
This is sort of equivalent to an Only Representative under REACH. 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
Is this the Poison Centre one Janet? (it is, yes).  
 
We've done some.  
 
I've not done them myself but we have done them and it basically involved taking a bunch of 
IUCLID files, doing a mass submission, and then sending on the UFIs to the person that wanted to 
reference them.  
 
So it was, it was fairly simple fairly quick and yes we can do it but it's perhaps not at cost, I mean 
saying this to the group, it's not necessarily as cost effective to use a consultant to do it, if you've 
got somebody who's happy enough in IUCLID because it was a relatively simple task. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
I think what we've had is this situation where they don't have a company in the EU.   
 
And they also don't have a customer who wants to take on liability for their products.  
 
It's more of a liability thing so that's why I thought consultants would be happier with the whole 
thing 
 
Jonathan Dale 
 
Mick or myself, I'm sure, or any of the other consultants I'm sure with with any EU office would be 
happy to to assist. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Right. We've done with that so I such suggest that we have a five minute break 1103 According to 
my machine so we reconvene at 1110, just have a quick comfort break so soon a few minutes.   
 
A short break was taken at this point. 
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7. Has anybody in the group raised any issue or had any experience with registering a 

PT2, surface cleaner disinfectant/bactericide in various countries?  
 
Krupti Desai   
 
Hi. We have a PT2 to surface clean disinfection and it's just a general question to ask within the 
group if anyone's had any experience with registering these and I'm stuck on countries like Spain 
and Russia, and I've contacted ECHA help desks and sent some emails out.   
 
I wondered if anyone's had any experience or any tips, especially Russia, I don't have a help desk 
contact or anything. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I don't know I personally haven't certainly but has anybody else.  Any of the consultants have any 
ideas? Peter? 
 
Peter Godfrey   
 
Has little experience with regard to Russia and the only thing that actually we concluded was you 
need a consultant in Russia or an agency to deal with. And even then, they'll just take their own 
time and do it in their own time period, it's not easy.  
 
It's mentioned about an issue with Spain, what's the issue with Spain. 
 
Krupti Desai   
 
Just the translations, I've sent a message to the Help Desk, not anything back for months so I'm 
just wondering, do you just take time for them to get back to us or give us any guidance. 
 
Peter Godfrey   
 
It could be simply the fact that you're in the UK.  
 
I have known that people have sent in requests to ECHA with the UK, email address and they've 
just said no can't help because you're in the UK, you’re outside scope. 
 
Jonathan Dale   
 
I don't know if I can offer this for free, but one of our biocides Consultants is Spanish and lives in 
Spain.  
 
So I don't know if you're depending on what needed to be asked whether we need to have like 
indemnity insurance to kick in and have to have a contract in place to do that but an informal 
inquiry, we could do in Spanish, from a Spanish person living in Spain. 
 
Krupti Desai   
 
Okay, well thank you yeah, we might get in contact with you actually for some consultant advice, 
and I'll take your details and be in contact with you. 
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Jonathan Dale   
 
In the interest of being fair, pointing at Mick (Goodwin), “other consultants are available”. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
There's one consultancy that I know of who do deal with Russia. And that's REACH Law.  
 
Now, funnily enough, Nicola Kaye has just joined REACH Law’s new UK office.  
 
So I think getting in touch with Nicola may be helpful for that for the Russian problems as well. 
 
Nicola Kaye   
 
For me to start off the query that was that was been raised so far I didn't say anything soon but I 
know we do definitely have Russian colleagues that are available. That would be able to support 
with Russia where needed. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Certainly REACH Law in my experience, are not in the same category as SSS! (laughter) 
 
 
8. Trade issues 
 
Note – John Rawson had four questions on trade issues for the group, which were listed in the 
Discussion Topics as follows: 
 

1.Stock in UK landed and duty paid pre-Brexit. HMRC taking duty to sell to Europe post Brexit. 
Any experiences within the group?  

2 How to sell without paying duty twice? - Experiences? 

3.Do any members sell directly to Europe on occasions product invoiced from UK? If so on what 
Incoterms to overcome local VAT issues? 

4.Raw materials coming deep sea any experiences due to post brexit/Covid/Suez blockage etc? 
Containers from China and India, availability. costs etc? 

 
8.1.1. Stock in UK landed and duty paid pre-Brexit. HMRC taking duty to sell to 

Europe post Brexit. Any experiences within the group? 
 
John Rawson   
 
Yeah crept up on me a bit like these blank screens, I can't hear who's speaking from where. 
 
It was just interesting to see if the group could share their experiences with the import and export 
issues, pre and post Brexit.  
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As I said in the first point, I've mentioned this before, stocks that come into the UK, the duty and 
VAT appeared before you can get hold of the goods, but also post Brexit to sell to Europe, even 
though these goods are cleared in the UK HMRC were saying they were liable for duty on export, 
which means an extra 5 to 6% both in for import and 5 to 6% per export.  
 
And I just wondered how people have overcome this post Brexit.  
 
Does it mean you've got to set up a duty free area for products that you want to export, once 
they're in the UK, what have other people's experiences? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Well, if I can start the ball on that one because we have personal experience here.  
 
It's basically complicated and very unpleasant.  
 
If goods have been brought into the UK duty paid, and then sold to mainland Europe, they are 
subject to additional duty at the EU rate, vice versa if they're brought in say Germany or Holland 
duty paid and then brought over here, they are subject to duty at the UK rate, which may be 
different.   
 
What we have done is, for example, buy goods from a company in Germany, who import them into 
Germany. If they're in Germany from China. If that duty is paid, we have to pay duty again.  
 
We have asked them on occasion to keep goods in Bond specifically for us against contracts, and 
that is a way around it if you keep goods in Bond, and then bring them, you only pay duty when 
they're brought into the UK, and vice versa.  
 
If you bring goods into the UK holder in Bond then send them into mainland Europe, you will only 
pay duty on that point.  
 
There are certain products that we deal with, which have zero duty in the UK but are subject to it 
in mainland Europe, and some which have zero duty in both, just to make it nice and complicated.  
 
So it is really very much a case by case scenario, and we actually with that Germany company I 
mentioned we are actually using three price lists at the moment.   
 
So, is there a way around it?  not as far as I'm aware.  
 
John Rawson   
 
It's the expense of the Bonded situation, you need to set up, or needed to set up, to overcome 
paying duty twice on considerable amounts of imported raw materials. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
It depends if the warehouse you've had that you use, because we use one in Liverpool who has a 
Bonded capability. And people we use in Holland, have a Bonded capability so it can hold goods in 
Bond. And import only at the time we need to. 
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John Rawson   
 
We're back to this old parameter in the UK that for dangerous products, the lack of suitable storage 
is unimaginable. Believe me. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Dangerous products are obviously adding an additional complication. Just as drug precursors, 
explosive precursors do as well. That makes it even worse, far worse. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Actually picking up on your last point about duty on imports from Europe. We had a pleasant 
surprise this week.  We brought in a polymer from Southern Europe, and according to HMRC, the 
duty rate for that commodity code was 6.5%. 
 
And when the goods arrived I said where was the duty we want to pay that, along with the VAT up 
front so everything's cleared and covered, they said oh no, the EU are classing it as 0% duty, 
which it shows it's different commodity codes or different parameters, I got the impression from 
what he was saying that any imports of chemicals at the moment from Europe until the end of July. 
are not going to be duty paid at all.   
 
I might be wrong there, but it seems that the European Union are giving a period of grace to the 
UK whereby imports you don't pay duty. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
That's certainly not our experience because we have paid duty, both ways. 
 
John Rawson   
 
This was obviously a polymer non-classified for REACH, but it qualified for 0% duty which I thought 
was pleasant surprise. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Yeah, we have got some which are 6.5% in the EU and zero in the UK. 
 
Alastair Gardner   
 
Just on import tariffs.  Import tariffs are payable to HMRC, and have got nothing to do with the EU. 
 
It's HMRC that collects import tariffs and the UK Government has relaxed customs checks as part 
of end of transition support measures that they put in place, those customs checks will be, I think 
reinstated.  
 
It was to be July I think it's been put back to October, but everything that's been imported, since 
the first of January, will be audited, and those tariffs may be payable in the future.   
 
I'm just stating the facts, John, it's just to be aware that those import tariffs which are payable to 
HMRC will be audited in the future. 
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John Rawson   
 
Interesting.  When we've overpaid duty in the past. HMRC, you can never get it back. That's duty, 
but the opposite may well be the case that if they get round to charging us in the future. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Sorry if I can just jump in there, Alastair, so what you're saying is that some of the deferments 
were due to will be liable in the future but there are still some products which aren't zero rated in 
the EU and vice versa.  
 
But I'm not sure where John is on that one, that he mentioned. 
 
Alastair Gardner   
 
I mean, yeah, the UK simplified its tariff rate. I think for most chemicals it's 5 or 6%. Now where 
there is a ton. The other thing I was wondering is, was, if you're moving goods into the UK from a 
non EU.  
 
So if you're if you're bringing goods in from outside the EU. Because of our third country status, 
could you apply for inward processing relief, so that you avoid the double duty? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I think so in theory, because that's only if you're going to re-export the finished product outside of 
the UK again and into an area where it would have to be outside the EU, I guess. 
 
Alastair Gardner   
 
No, because we are a third country to the EU.  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Yeah, but, but what I mean is, if you import it into the UK, the event processor, and then sell the 
finished product into the EU, then you have a separate set of challenges, don't you. 
 
Alastair Gardner   
 
If you're importing from the EU, and it's originating in the EU, then it's tariff free under Rules of 
Origin.   
 
If you're importing something from the EU that's been, that's been previously imported from let's 
say India, China, then, then you might have a situation where there's a double tariff because they 
would pay the tariff to bring it into the EU.  
 
Unless they do something with it to make it originating, there would then be a second tariff.  
 
Julian Sarkar 
 
We would hold it in Bond 
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Alastair Gardner   
 
Which is, I think, similar to what an inward processing relief would be. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
No IPR's is a different set of rules, holding something in Bond is much more straightforward 
because you're literally just not, you're holding the goods in a position in a warehouse, effectively, 
or a place where, although they're physically, let's say, for sake of argument in the EU, because 
they're not customs cleared, they're not actually within the EU.  
 
So then when you bring them into the EU or into the UK, that's the point at which you have to pay 
the duty and the tariffs.  
 
Inward processing relief relates to, as I understand it, it's a long, long time since I've looked at 
this, and it was a nightmare, it's where you have to account for every gram of product effectively 
that you bring in.  
 
You would normally then process it, and then take the processing relief so that you can use sell 
those finished goods to another part, in other parts of the world or another part.  
 
It’s similar to being Bonded, but it has the same effect but it's a different mechanism and it's more 
complex, in my experience. 
 
Suzanne Alecrim   
 
Yeah so what you were just talking about is the customs regimes.  
 
So if you want to have your own customs warehouse rather than using agents, you can bring it into 
your own warehouse, but you'd have to apply to HMRC to have that facility.  
 
You're not allowed to touch it, other than you can sort of repackage it and send it back out so you 
could take a big IBC and drop it down to small drums for example, that would be all you could do 
under a customs warehouse.  
 
If you do IPR though, you're very restricted on the timeframe that you can bring it in, and you 
have to sort of tell customers how long it would be, and then you have to transform it through one 
of their approved methods.  
 
And then if you want to send it back out again, if you were only part of a process, making an 
intermediate, for example, sending it somewhere else, you can also apply for OPR for outward 
processing relief.  
 
And that should avoid you paying any duty but also people you're sending to, if they've also 
applied for that scheme themselves they can avoid paying that duty when they import it from you 
as well, so it's a good way to keep the payment of duty out.  
 
But as you say, that is the record keeping of it, the auditing of it and the traceability that you've 
got to be completely on top of and get approval from HMRC, that they're happy with what you're 
doing.  
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And what I did want to say to John though, on why it looks like he's zero rated, since January when 
you do the imports, your customs agent could be applying the simplified Declaration, which means 
they just have to tell customs “we've got an import coming in” and not give any full details,  
 
They've got within 175 days to actually submit that full supplementary declaration, and it's at that 
point, that's when the duty or the VAT would kick in.  
 
But yes, if you've got a deferment account you can put the duty onto that and it will just be put 
against it. And for the VAT, they also launched the postponed accounting so you should never have 
to pay VAT if you're applying for that. 
 
And so it's reduced down the number of guarantees that people have to put in place to be able to 
operate these schemes, and to sort of facilitate people bringing things in.  
 
But yeah, it definitely does look like people are not having to pay duty so just be careful because 
you might find within six months of that, you do get that bill. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Yeah we don’t defer VAT, we've always paid it upfront for imports from outside Europe the fact that 
we're having to do it now from inside Europe doesn't change anything.  We prefer that, we don't 
want deferred payments, and we're lucky in that respect.  
 
But it's interesting what you say about, I better check again to, we don't want surprises, that's for 
sure. 
 
Suzanne Alecrim   
 
No, and we've got this issue in Northern Ireland, because the systems, the customs speed (?) 
computer the TSS isn't up and running properly.  
 
All of our imports have merrily gone into Ireland and now the customers are being contacted, 
saying, “What is this? I thought you taken care of it” or “we thought you'd pay , why am I now 
being charged?”  
 
So we're sort of at that period now sort of from the end of June /beginning of July that I think 
everyone's going to suddenly get the letters or the emails to get them to do the full declaration, so 
definitely just be aware of it. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Something we're watching with our clients in Northern Ireland for sure. Thank you.  
 
 

8.1.2. How to sell without paying duty twice? - Experiences? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
That's really the first point, and the second point as well experiences of paying duty twice, yes we 
have.  
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Particularly where we have contracts for goods which were new and ongoing for products over a 
period of time, sometimes we've had to take a hit and pay duty twice.  
 
And the anticipation of the future goods, we can get round it by or get around the duty by holding 
the bond or importing directly from China or India or wherever, or even opening the stock in 
Europe, rather than bringing it into the UK.  
 
Well what we're doing wherever possible, we don't bring it into the UK if it  doesn't need to come to 
the UK or goes to Bond.  
 
 

8.1.3. Do any members sell directly to Europe on occasions with products invoiced 
from the UK you can miss so, what Incoterms are used.  

 
John Rawson   
 
We've worked overtime for the last, since January to secure the majority of our customers and a 
lot are not happy in Europe this is a big, big disadvantage to the UK.  
 
I mean, you know, we've got duty. We've got cleared material in the UK that we truck all over 
Europe, they want to buy on a DDP (Delivered Duty Paid) basis. 
 
Unfortunately, they can't buy on a DDP basis if you're not registered as a company in European 
countries, so it becomes extremely complicated when you're competing with a European company 
that can do this, and even putting material down on stock in your customers warehouse and 
invoicing them when it crosses the white line, it still can't be done because it's not cleared goods.  
 
The VAT question, it's always been there to haunt us and it's still there now. Okay. We were very 
lucky with one big pharmaceutical company in France that said we're happy to buy on DDP but 
we're zero rated for VAT which I couldn't understand but they showed me the document and they 
were, but otherwise,  the only option left is to sell on DAP (Delivery At Place).  
 
Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't, but UK chemical industry is at a big disadvantage there. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I'd say more than that it's the UK industry.  
 
On this question of France, I just had a notification from one of the logistics providers we use dated 
the ninth of June, where basically specific fleet from French customs, there's a declaration that you 
have to include on your paperwork.  
 
Otherwise, you're going to get delayed, incur costs, whatever. 
 
So what I'll do is I'll send that to Janet, so that we can circulate around the group. I have full detail 
on it now, but it is very specifically France. The French imports from the UK. 
 
Link to document: https://5917e482-af83-4b43-81e8-
c10ef2e4a665.filesusr.com/ugd/fdd46c_b9123fb76d8f4820b14913a581282f03.pdf  
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John Rawson   
 
No, that's fine. 
 
And I'm certainly seeing, we've lost some business in southern Europe in the pharma sector and 
I'm sure it's because we're outside Europe now, fantastic relationship, fantastic service, but they've 
decided to buy in house or buy in Europe.  
 
And that could be leading on to my final point. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Sorry just jumping on I totally agree because we've lost business in mainland Europe as well, 
exports into Belgium for example, to Germany, from the UK we've lost a certain amount of 
business.  
 
What we've done to partly overcome this is for example we're bringing in container loads of same 
mix products from India, or from China. We're bringing them to Felixstowe splitting the 
consignment.  
 
And so sending some of the goods in Bond to our Dutch warehouse, so that we can sell to mainland 
Europe without having all these hassles that John's describing, just some, another way of doing 
things. 
 

8.1.4. Dangerous Goods material handling around Felixstowe 
 
John Rawson   
 
Now of interest Julian, I must have made the point that would break down and not be possible if 
the goods are dangerous goods and registered as dangerous goods, you would not find anybody to 
break it down around Felixstowe. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
It depends on the hazard classification John, if it's class nine you're okay and class three I believe 
is okay but when you get into some of the nasties it's becomes difficult.  
 
John Rawson   
 
No COMAH registration of any significance round Felixstowe.  Nearest one is Lincoln, believe it or 
not. 
 
 

8.1.5. Has anyone got adverse or positive experiences of exporting from the UK to 
Europe? 

 
Suzanne Alecrim   
 
Yes, I know exactly what you feel John because we've had to route all of our European 
consignments through our Belgian entity so we set a Belgian company up.  
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It's just a shell company really and I've got a couple of routes in with different freight forwarders to 
do the clearance so that we can get the volume up so we're currently sending about three trucks in 
a container a week over to Europe, it's taking nearly two weeks to do customs clearance now in 
Belgium. It's been delayed. They're looking at coming from England.  
 
I've got about 240 tariff codes on the shipment so they're holding off on it because if you look at 
what you got the supermarket, that's sort of literally typically one truck of what I'm, what I'm 
sending out.  
 
With regards to you having the issue DAP, if you can ship DAP, and they can give you their EORI 
number, you can pass it up to your agent and he will do the clearance on their behalf. So what it 
should mean is if there's any duty due, they would have to pay it.  
 
But if you're able to issue the statement of origin which is the statement I think you were talking 
about Julian, if you can put that with your EORI number on your invoice, it should be zero rated 
input for them.  Then most countries are operating the postponed VAT accounting, there should be 
no VAT due, the only charge that the company should get then is the charge to do the customs 
clearance which is typically about 60 to 70 euros in France.  
 
Some of the freight forwarders, Europa for one that I know of, they're offering to do DDP. do that 
clearance on their own account and then send the charges back to you, so that the customer does 
see it cleared. They don't see any bill or anything like that and you also don't have to be registered 
in Europe.  
 
So I think it's also worth maybe exploring a company like Europa, who can handle chemical 
shipments and are offering this special service to try and keep Britain trading, it's definitely worth, 
thinking about. 
 
If you're bringing anything back from Europe, the company that you buy from must have a REX 
number and if they put that on it, and you bring European origin goods into the UK, then you can 
zero rate it as well. So it can be on an invoice or packing list as long as it's on some sort of 
commercial document.  
 
And you can also bring it in if they don't have it through importers knowledge, so for example if 
you know they have a factory, only in France, for example, but they don't have a REX number, you 
can bring that in and tell your agent to bring it in under importers knowledge.  
 
There is a preference number for that, when they go through customs, and again they should do 
zero rated, so that there's no duty, and all of this is written into the trade and cooperation 
agreement or these statements are different declarations, anything to do with manufacturing you 
need to get a statement.  
 
Suppliers declaration that you hold on file, they just need to issue it once for the whole year as 
long as the period is for a year, and you hold it on file you have all the records should HMRC come 
looking. 
 
John Rawson   
 
REX number, the only time I come across those are from Indian companies. 
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Suzanne Alecrim   
 
That's right, so they replaced the DSP with the REX from India.  
 
We used to have it in the UK, and because of the Canadian trade deal, the CETA agreement. And 
then once we left Europe it got withdrawn, so all European companies have to have a REX number.  
 
And that will certainly again was one of the biggest issues I've had for my imports is that nobody 
had heard of it, nobody had because it was typically with the countries that have GSP like India 
and Africa, Tanzania, and it's been written into the Canadian agreement. 
 
And I think it's in the Japanese agreement as well that just that REX statement on invoices.  
 
And so again you can use importers knowledge, if you've got good evidence that they're making 
those products, definitely manufacturing them within Europe.  
 
And if you've got that invoice from them, you've got all the technical documentation from them, 
but they don't have a record number that should be sufficient for customs to know that that 
product was manufactured within the European Union. 
 

8.1.6. Another trade meeting needed, this time on Rules of Origin  
 
John Rawson   
 
That leads me on to a very good question that I think the group need to look at closely and that's 
country of origin.  
 
And what, what is the formulation to say that where a product is produced, because from my 
historical past, I know that this is an extremely complicated product, extremely complicated 
formula, whether you're producing in Ludwigshafen or in Bradford. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Look, rules of origin are very complicated as you say it John, and transformation of products to 
change the country of origin are also very complicated. It's probably a whole topic in itself for a few 
several hours, the rules of origin. And rather than not getting to get bogged down on this subject if 
you don't mind at this point. 
 
John Rawson   
 
No this is designed for future meetings maybe in a simplified manner. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
It may be worth seeing if we can get some kind of expert speaker to talk about rules of origin. 
 
John Rawson   
 
It’s important for everybody. The consequences. Yeah. 
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Janet Greenwood   
 
Yeah. Are we basically saying we may need another trade meeting then? 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Yeah. Okay, specifically, is anyone else interested in Rules of Origin, stick your hand up. Karen, 
Karine says yeah, Stephen.  
 
It does affect, more or less the consultants, quite a few people are interested so I think it'd be 
worth, certainly looking at having a Rules of Origin specific one because it is a very complicated 
area, and very specific, and it does affect manufacturers, certainly people who transform goods 
would certainly sell. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Even before transforming goods, synthesizing chemicals. It could well be that something that you 
think is made in UK or Germany is literally by the formula not depending on what solvents raw 
materials go into that product or where they come from etc. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
It may vary, exactly John if we could address that another time because it's very important but 
very complicated. James you've got your hand up. 
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
He’s taken his hand down, it was just voting, I think.  
 
All right, so that's, that's another action for me to see if we can get a Rules of Origin trade 
meeting.  
 
(Update – this will take place via Zoom on Tuesday 20th July at 10 am.  Details to follow via email). 
 

8.1.7. Can this part of the meeting be sent to DIT for circulation there, BEIS etc 
 
Now while we're on trade. I've got another vote, I thought it was easier to do it this way. Is 
everybody okay if Alastair from the DIT takes this, the video from this chunk of the meeting on 
trade, because he would like to pass it round his colleagues because this is what they need to hear, 
is everybody happy with that. Yeah, sure.  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
More to the point is anybody not happy. Everybody seems preferable.  
 
Janet Greenwood   
 
Okay, what I'll do is I'll give Alister a cut down version of the video that he can pass around to 
people who need to hear it just without the regulatory stuff that would muddy the waters, I think.  
 
Thank you. 
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Julian Sarkar   
 
So, essentially, in summary on that point is: It's still a bit of a mess, Suzanne's the expert will 
appear on everything to do with tariffs headings, import and export in the EU, and very much.  
 
Thank you. I know who to come to.  
 
And could you share the details of this company Europa, please. The freight company.   
 
(JG note: This seems to be the correct company (Suzanne was away so couldn’t confirm): 
https://www.europa-worldwide.com/ ) 
 
 

8.1.8. Raw materials coming Deep Sea has been really funny experiences due to 
post Brexit, COVID, Suez blockage, container availability, cost rising or 
falling? 

 
John Rawson   
 
This is a global disaster. Absolutely. you've got containers that are blocking Felixstowe, 50,000 
empty containers, up till recently vessels container vessels were avoiding UK ports because they 
couldn't unload chemicals.  
 
And then you've got, because of COVID and the lack of exports going from UK, mainly UK but also 
Europe, to the Far East, and then you've got the Suez Crisis which means vessels are canceled, 
routes are canceled. Containers are in the wrong place.  
 
Do you want to buy anything from China, I would suggest that a container, no longer costs $2,000 
to get it to the UK, you'll be paying at least 10,000 US dollars, to bring it to the UK.  
 
Consequently, raw materials from Asia to manufacture chemicals in Europe are becoming (scarce).  
People, particularly in the pharma industry are looking for a European alternative so there are big 
advantages for European based manufacturers.  
 
The point being that imports are so complicated, delayed bills of lading issue but no vessel sailing 
day, so you could be paying in advance or waiting for a month for the material to get put on a 
vessel, it may be not taken on that vessel because of it’s dangerous classification, and because 
they don’t have room. 
 
It's an absolute nightmare, as far as I'm concerned, but we're still managing to with our contacts 
to do some business when it's pleasant I'm pleasantly surprised but it's a massive problem 
particularly with China.  
 
That's my experience anyway, in a nutshell, I don't know what other people can say, 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I've certainly seen the same increased cost delays, lack of containers, delays due to lack of 
containers. I've also read recently that there are, I can't remember the number, it’s a huge number 
of ships which is simply taking empty containers back to China.  
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Jonathan Dale   
 
I just wanted to say I was speaking with a friend of mine completely on an unrelated note, not 
work related at all. He worked in shipping. And he was saying that they have got boats, huge 
ships, literally doing the school run with empty containers. 
 
This was, it must have been three or four weeks ago, and he was saying, instead of John saying it's 
gone from $2,000, which is exactly what I was talking to my friend about and he was saying it's 
gone to $5,000.  
 
So obviously in the last few weeks it's gone up even more. And it's not just affecting the chemical 
industry it's affecting shipping in everything.  
 
It's almost like shipping containers seems to be a business on its own at the moment. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Very much so.  
 
And you've probably read about the trains from China coming into Europe, yes you can use the 
train it's expensive, or even road bridges, where you can truck goods from China. That's cheaper 
than air freight, but still very expensive.   
 
So there are alternatives but cost of shipping, and therefore the cost of most goods, not just 
chemicals is increasing. 
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
In the construction industry shortage is very much affected and has been since the beginning of 
the year.  
 
My daughter and son in law, are in that area and I can tell you directly and also another business, 
who is a chemicals manufacturer, but sell into very much construction industry and they bring 
quite a lot of materials to China, and I would concur with everything John and Jonathan have said 
about. 
 
I've been told by the purchasing, guys, you know, just don't know from day to day what prices, 
they're going to be paying when they’re placing orders. It's just crazy, so how do you price it out 
for the sales guys as well so it's, all the way along the line it's creating a nightmare. 
 
Plus shortages, because the length of time to bring stuff in as well has gone up, the lead times, you 
know, before they were like four weeks they're talking, three, four months now on quite a lot of 
stuff.  
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
We're finding some instances if you've got it you can flog it.  
 
John Rawson   
 
Don't build a house extension, you can't get the mortar. 
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Karen McAvoy   
 
That's right. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Yeah, you can't pack chemicals because all the cardboard is going to Amazon.  
 
Karen McAvoy   
 
But, is this not windows of opportunity in the UK for us to start manufacturing again you know get 
the fingers out, and should we not be lobbying government that they actually back this, and they 
help bring the right people back in, from retirement possibly, to do this. To help project manage 
and get stuff done. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Totally hear what you're saying and I think it's possibly a reflection of the current political situation 
that we dig ourselves deeper wherever we can. 
 
John Rawson   
 
I just want to make a play at this juncture, and I get inundated with self starters, university 
graduates wanting work experience, and I don't care where they're from, I will always respond to 
them, because it's so hard if you're younger than a university graduate or post graduate to actually 
get work experience.  
 
So if you get somebody request in  and you think, oh my God, you have to answer that email, do 
it, because they need some help.  
 
And it may come to nothing, but we all know consultants, we all have contacts throughout the 
world, people may take somebody on a quid pro quo basis to work in a plant in India or in 
Germany, if you know the right people. Let's just bear that in mind, folks. 
 
(JG note – good news, the chemical engineering student who contacted John most recently for an 
internship has found himself a placement in a food factory for 10 weeks: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matteo-rosafio-41566b171/ ). 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
Yeah, and then the numbers aren't, just going back to the container situation, what I'm hearing is 
that certainly late q3 If not q4 is when the situation is likely to start easing.  
 

8.1.9. Further restrictions on dangerous goods movements because of fire on ship 
off Sri Lanka 

 
Nicola Kaye   
 
There's also the potential for further restrictions were it comes to dangerous goods shipments  
after the fire on the ship outside Sri Lanka as well, which is often resulted in the loss of the vessel, 
potentially related to dangerous chemicals, contributing to the fire of at least, there were 
dangerous chemicals on board the ship that was on fire. 
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Julian Sarkar   
 
Good point. I don't know the details. Does anyone know the details of what was actually on the 
boat?   
 
Nicola Kaye   
 
I know the news reports are saying 25 tons of nitric acid, which obviously that by itself wouldn't 
cause a fire, but whether that's then leaked on some of the things that can cause the reaction that 
triggered the fire.  
 
Obviously we're speculating on that at the moment, but it's surprising how little was said on the 
mainstream news about that, compared to the airtime given to Ever Given being stuck in the Suez.   
 
It’s still there, not able to get out under court restrictions because my husband's company have got 
a number of containers on the Ever Given that are still stuck in Egypt. 
 
Colin Pratt   
 
On the ship that caught fire, yeah it was a container load of nitric acid but it was leaking on board 
that ship for 10 days, and they were seeking a safe port they were turned down from at least two 
ports.  
 
That ship was only launched three months ago.  So it's a brand new ship, 2700 containers were 
lost in that, and effectively now, the boat owner and insurers and the salvage company have 
launched, I can't remember exactly the word “general or something or other”.  
 
So all the fees will be divided up by the people who owned the goods inside their containers on the 
basis of the value of the containers.  
 
So whatever goods along the container not only have you lost your goods, Yyu've now got 
something like 60 to 70% to pay on top of that, to cover the ship and all the rest of it, which will 
be covered by your Goods In Transit insurance but if you haven't got goods in transit insurance 
you've lost the goods, but you owe the shipping company, probably the same amount more or less 
in fees.  
 
So yeah that ship was less than four months old,it only launched this year.  
 
But there's massive inquiries and the shipping company have buried emails, and are now being told 
by the courts to unbury them. Emails have been found on servers and all sorts of things so there's 
an awful lot of buried information, which is now coming out with regard to that ship, who knew 
what/ when etc. 
 
John Rawson   
 
Where was it registered. 
 
Colin Pratt   
 
I don't know. 
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Nicola Kaye   
 
I think it was Singapore. 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
I think it was, yeah. 
 
Colin Pratt   
 
I've been I've been following up on the DGSA now as I’ve qualifications (from) beginning of this 
year, so I was following it from that point of view, but everybody seems to washed their hands of it 
during the time where they knew the containers were leaking.  
 
John Rawson   
 
That's why we have the insurance cover. 
 
Colin Pratt   
 
Yeah, and then as Nicola said, they lost the whole lot, but you know they had sort of 10 days, two 
weeks  warning of this, but all the ports washed their hands of it and said, “you're not coming here 
because we can't unload the chemicals because they're leaking”.  
 
And the ship was saying well “yeah that's why we want them unloaded, because they're leaking”.  
 
Nicola Kaye   
 
On my IMDG training as well, and that is when I have issues as well a lot of the ports don't 
necessarily have the facilities for dangerous goods, and especially where they've got issues and 
each individual port has their own emergency goods, emergency procedures when it comes to 
leaks and things like that and some of them do have the (policy), if you've got a known issue 
you're not coming in.  
 
Colin Pratt   
 
So you accept it. Now with our old factory, all the transport companies that we dealt with knew 
that if they had leaks, they could come to us and we'd sort it out.  
 
It's better that the leaks are sorted out, but at a factory that can deal with it, rather than a service 
station on the side of the M5.  
 
A company came to us with leaking containers that were absolutely nothing to do with us and said, 
can you sort it out. So we sorted out we used whatever, PPE, absorbents, we needed to do it.  
 
We had a word with the transport company we said that, you know, give us 10 bags of kitty litter 
that we’ve used.  
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Julian Sarkar   
 
Okay. Bottom line is that we've got shortages or increased costs, opportunities or challenges, and 
moving hazardous goods is obviously very risk prone or prone to risk of various types, and we 
need to be aware of it, but it's not necessarily directly within our control.  
 
 
9. “Parish Notices” – requests for recommendations, sales mini pitches etc 
 
Moving on, away from the trade issues because I think we've covered that in enough detail. 
 

9.1. Can anyone recommend a lab for reliable CLP compliant Flashpoint tests? 
 
Vikki Binns   
 
Hi. The people we normally use for our Flashpoint testing have had a bereavement and not able to 
help with ours.  We've contacted a couple of companies, but they've not been very forward in 
getting back to us so we're looking for somebody who could carry out Flashpoint testing, as soon 
as possible. Really, if anybody's got any recommendations, I'd be keen to hear from them.  
 
JG note – we have made a list of all the recommendations in a table here: https://5917e482-af83-
4b43-81e8-c10ef2e4a665.filesusr.com/ugd/fdd46c_5e0cb6b9f7c94bd88f3336500ea8693e.pdf  
 
If you have any companies to add to this list, please email me. 
 

9.2. Regulatory affairs job at Stephenson Group, Horsforth, Leeds 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
There's a job opening at the Stephenson Group in Horsforth, Claire Walker.  
 
Regulatory affairs job at Stephenson Group: https://5917e482-af83-4b43-81e8-
c10ef2e4a665.filesusr.com/ugd/fdd46c_e852e6eff4ae491aa7603526c613924e.pdf  
 
 

9.3. DIT supporting trade after Brexit 
 
Okay, right, last point we have is DIT, the plans for DIT equivalent in supporting trade after Brexit, 
Allister.  
 
Alastair Gardner   
 
Yeah, we've been in calls with overseas trade associations in Europe, with a call with the French 
Chemicals Association, one in Spain one in Germany.  
 
One of the issues that the European exporters are having is compliance, funnily enough with UK 
REACH, though some of them have got offices, obviously, in the UK, some of them are using 
importers, but especially things like consumer chemicals, where they may have imported them 
through a retailer.  
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In the past, or ingredients for you know, there's various companies that are having difficulties 
getting the products REACH registered or BPR registered or whatever.  
 
And then, the French equivalent of our department has put our tender out looking for companies 
that can help these companies to maintain the business, with the UK.  
 
And my feeling was that, certainly there's probably members of this group, who might be able to 
help these companies with continuity of supply into the UK. By working with them on the various 
regulatory regimes that they're going to come up against. Whether it's  REACH whether it's BPR, 
whether it's, you know them better than I do. So it was just really to flag it.  
 
Janet's got the information, which is all in French, but we do have friendly advisors based in own 
embassy and POTUS if anybody wants more information, or if you want to get in touch with me 
directly, I can, put you in touch, but essentially I think for this group, it will be French companies 
looking at their regulatory burdens in the UK. In order to maintain those supply chains.  
 
So as I say it was just to flag that, as I think although it hasn't been flagged formally, there will be 
other companies in other countries in Europe that will have similar problems and issues in the 
same way that we've got these issues going the other way..  
 
So as I say it's possibly a bit of a business opportunity it's a bit of an inverse export if you like it's a 
service export rather than a goods export, but as I say, for any companies that are interested, 
please let me know and we'll see about how we take it further. 
 
Alastair’s email about this opportunity: https://5917e482-af83-4b43-81e8-c10ef2e4a665.file 
susr.com/ugd/fdd46c_9f964731c7464440bdd1391ad0b28a3e.pdf  
 
Alastair’s email address: alastair.gardner@trade.gov.uk  
 
 
Julian Sarkar   
 
If that could also go through Janet please, that sounds, potentially interesting for somebody 
certainly not regulatory for me anyway. Thank you. 
 
Any other business anyone, 
 
John Rawson   
 
Can I just ask one question why are people speaking without having the video link on in our normal 
meeting we'd be able to see who's speaking.  
 
I don't know why we're not all visibly aware, or available. 
 
Nicola Kaye   
 
Potentially dodgy internet connections as well but some people will add a mobile phone or 
whatever.  
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Julian Sarkar   
 
So, any other business. I think that's it for now so before I come onto the next, thank you very 
much for being very gentle with me on my first attempt. And the star of the show is obviously 
BASF with their love in today. 
 
 
10. Date of Next Meetings 
 
The Rules of Origin Trade Meeting will be held online via Zoom on Tuesday 20th July, from 10am 
onwards. 
 
Our Autumn meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 14th September, to be held via Zoom and in person 
at Halifax Bradley Hall Golf Club, starting at 10am and finishing at 1pm with a buffet lunch for 
those who are able to attend in person.  Note that the face to face meeting is subject to 
Coronavirus restrictions. 
 
Meeting notes produced by Janet Greenwood, TT Environmental Ltd and Megan Chapman, The 
Savvy VA. 
 
24th June 2021 
 
 
Disclaimer:   
 
It should be noted that these meeting notes are issued to help group members understand the 
regulations and take their own decisions on any actions.  The meeting notes should not be relied 
upon as constituting guidance, nor should the group be cited as any kind of authority.   
 
Please do not distribute these meeting notes to any third party outside your company without the 
permission of the author(s).  
  
P.S. These notes and amendments are also stored on the private area of the group website at 
www.chemselfhelp.co.uk .  If you haven’t signed up to view the private area yet, all you need to do 
is go onto the website and sign up using the “sign in” button – I will approve your membership, 
and confirm via email, and you can then access the private area.  If you don’t hear back in a couple 
of days after signing up, please send me an email as a reminder, as I don’t check this website 
every day.  JG.   
 
 
 


